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OpenText™ xDesign
Remove the complexity from designing
regulated business documents

Organizations operate under tremendous pressures
to improve the customer experience while reducing
costs and increasing efficiencies. OpenText™ xPression™
software suite helps businesses address these
challenges with a set of document design tools for
developing personalized, regulated documents with
speed and accuracy. OpenText xDesign enables you
to quickly design regulated document templates and
easily add customization rules and personalization
variables for producing documents on demand or in
high-volume batch. Using xDesign’s intuitive design
interface, you can comply with today’s most stringent
regulatory requirements, apply jurisdictions and
effective dates, add and remove specific content and
include dynamic charts and graphs.
Intuitive document design capabilities
xDesign includes a set of powerful design tools that speed time to market by enabling
the rapid creation of complex, regulatory document templates for policies, contracts,
proposals and correspondence. Its unique design environment offers a number of
features that simplify the development process for business users and reduce the role of
IT in developing and maintaining documents.
xDesign’s intuitive interface makes it easy to comply with the most stringent state regulatory requirements, apply jurisdiction and effective dates, add and remove specific content,
and enables packaging of multiple documents based on Microsoft Word or Adobe InDesign into correspondence packages that include regulatory and hierarchical logic.
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ESSENTIALS
•

Quickly build complex, regulated
documents such as policies,
contracts and correspondence

•

Improve your document audit trail
with version history and track
changes features

•

Apply business logic for complex
variability in documents

•

Design graphically rich documents
with colorful data-driven graphics,
tables and charts
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The resulting regulated document templates are packaged
for publishing with xPression to fulfill on demand requests and
produce documents in high volume.
From accessing centrally controlled content to editing and tracking changes across multiple versions of regulated documents,
xDesign enables you to produce more documents faster than ever.

Benefits
•

Leverage the familiar authoring environment of Microsoft
Word to develop and maintain document templates without IT
involvement

•

Use one tool to create and maintain complex regulated
documents, including policies, contracts and correspondence

•

Manipulate data and build document logic with easy-to-use
point and click actions

•

Ensure the proper use of content and rules with
comprehensive version controls and built-in business logic for
effective dates, jurisdiction and language

•

Include existing documents from Microsoft Word stored in a
file system or ECM solutions, including page renumbering and
table of content inclusion

•

Automatically route documents for review and approval with
integrated multilevel workflow

Now take it to the cloud
For organizations seeking increased IT agility, lower total cost of
ownership and accelerated time to market, the xPression software suite is also available via OpenText™ Documentum™ as a
Service (DaaS) as a private cloud-based, managed service. Built
and maintained by OpenText experts, DaaS delivers optimal application performance while lowering TCO by as much as 30 to 60
percent. DaaS leverages a highly optimized hardware and software stack and industry best practices, offering the highest level
of security and providing the ability to customize applications to
address your unique business challenges and integrate with your
existing systems and applications. You can accelerate time-tovalue by eliminating IT infrastructure expenses, as well as delays in
acquiring hardware and installing software, with OpenText experts
maintaining and optimizing system performance. DaaS also offers
backup and disaster recovery, support for multiple environments
(including development, test, sandbox and production), a highly
automated provisioning and monitoring infrastructure and best-inclass security operations.
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